
Stock markets in the States steadied near their all-time highs last night
on lower volatility as Joe Biden was sworn into office in Washington DC.
The S&P 500 posted its best inauguration day return yesterday since
Reagan's second inauguration in the mid-80s, as investors look ahead
to the additional fiscal stimulus to come, as well as other government
spending likely to occur under Biden's administration. 
According to historical data, stocks tend to do very well in the early
stages of a Democratic Presidency, the S&P 500 gaining 19.4% on
average in the first year of a Democrat in the White House, according
to BMO Capital Markets data which spans back to 1932. Furthermore,
the index went on to see an average of 10.4% gains each year under
Democrat's 4-year stints in office, compared to an average of 6.6%
under Republican leadership.
In his first day in office, Biden attempted to restore some level of
normality, which has been welcomed by markets around the globe. The
new President signed a number executive actions last night which
marked a sharp break with Trump's policies on immigration, the
environment, and racial justice, which included the US rejoining the
Paris climate accord.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: EuroStoxx50 slightly higher on Thursday ahead of the ECB release. Stocks are
edging higher on the continent as hopes for a larger US fiscal package under Biden grow,
which would indirectly boost global growth. VIX lower to $21.42 following a strong session
for risk assets in the US last evening after Biden's inauguration ceremony. Asian equities
stronger overnight.
Currencies: Another relatively quiet day for the Dollar yesterday, GBP saw some strength
after better-than-expected inflation readings for the UK. EUR/USD will remain subdued this
morning but could see some increased volatility this afternoon and into the weekend,
should the ECB provide us with anything unexpected today.
Safe-havens: Precious metals in their fourth consecutive green day as traders turn their
attention to likely further stimulus in the States to come. US Treasury yields pulling back
slightly, undoing some of the gains made earlier in January, US 10yr back below 1.10%.
Bunds showing very low volatility and volumes ahead of the ECB later today. 
Looking ahead: The focus of the day in terms of data points will be the ECB, who release
their first monetary policy statement of the year at 12:45pm, followed by President
Lagarde's press conference. Tomorrow investors will be watching the release of this month's
Services and Manufacturing PMIs from Europe, the UK, and the US in the afternoon. Later
today we will see Q4 earnings results from Intel Corp, IG Group, Gilead Sciences, and M&T
Bank Corp.
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In the early hours of the morning the BOJ opted to leave their overnight
interest rate unchanged (-0.10%) and kept monetary policy steady,
while also upgrading its economic forecast. However, the central bank
did warn of escalating risks to the outlook as its new Covid emergency
measures have threatened to thwart a fragile recovery.
In the bank's latest projections, it increased next year's fiscal growth
forecast to 3.9% from 3.6% just a matter of months ago.
"I don't think the risk of Japan sliding back into deflation is high. But
potential growth may be falling so we need to look at the impact on
prices carefully" said BOJ Governor Kuroda today. "Japan's economy is
picking up as a trend".

In their latest economic projection for Ireland, Davy have upgraded
GDP growth expectations for 2021 to 4.8%, up from its earlier estimate
for 3.8%. Similarly, projections for 2022 have moved higher, now sitting
at an impressive 5.5%. Davy have shown increased optimism for the
Irish economy as of late, on the back of resilient export and
multinational sector output last year, especially from tech and
pharmaceutical sectors.
"We expect an incomplete recovery this year in consumer spending
(5.2%) and employment (5.9%), with the unemployment rate declining
to 12% by end-2021" said the stockbrokers.
"In contrast, we expect Ireland's government deficit will fall to €18
billion (4.6% of GDP), still outperforming peers, with the debt/GDP ratio
at 61%".


